
Romantic statement setting
in the Heart of North Yorkshire

Wedding Magic



Welcome to The Owl Barn
Introducing the Owl Barn at Little Seed Field. A centuries-old, rustic, 
wedding venue oozing character and charm, set on a working farm 
in the heart of the Yorkshire Dales.

Small enough to create a romantic atmosphere for elopements, 
yet large enough to seat fifty guests, our barn provides a unique 
statement setting for the celebration of your marriage.

Our alternative, outside ceremony locations offer sweeping views, 
quiet intimate woodlands and romantic water edges, with more 
space and flexibility to create a mini festival-style event.

With onsite glamping accommodation for up to thirty guests and 
options to hire our venue exclusively for you, hire just the barn or 
create something larger, more extravagant, our venue offers a blank 
canvas setting immersed in the beauty of the wild Yorkshire Dales.

Combining our unique wild location, with our relaxed, personal, 
approach to wedding coordination, we have created a truly unique 
wedding venue we cannot wait to share with you!Memories “If you’re outdoorsy, love being immersed in nature and 

have an eye for beautiful aesthetics this is the place for 
you, whether it’s a romantic wedding for two or a wedding 
for 80! Book it - you’ll make memories to cherish forever!”
ALICE & DAN



Magic 
Memories



Outdoor celebrations immersed in 
nature; with birdsong for music and 
starlit skies for lighting.

Capacity
Elopements and Petite Weddings  
2-30 guests
Mid-size weddings 30 - 80 guests
Large weddings 60+ guests

Marquee Space Available
Smaller weddings  
(up to 80 guests) by the pond
Larger weddings  
(60+ in one of our farm fields)

Dry Hire Available
Barn only for a ceremony - no 
accommodation or wedding breakfast
Field hire only - blank canvas field for 
you to create your own DIY style wedding

Licenced Bar Hire Available
Dogs Welcome

Exclusive Accommodation Hire 
Available
Sleeps approx. 30 guests

The Owl Barn
Ceremony space capacity  
(seated) - 40 guests
Dining room capacity  
(seated) - 30 guests
Evening entertainment capacity (mixed 
seating/standing) - 80 guests
Music cut off 23:00

We are licenced for Civil Marriages and offer outdoor ceremonies 
between April and October and indoor ceremonies all year round.





Rural Romantic



“The best part about having our wedding at Little Seed Field is 
the relationship we have built with Joanne and the sentimental 
connection we have with the land. We have stayed in the cabins 
previously, celebrated our engagement in the snow there and 
will be able to return in the future to admire the beauty of the 
location and remember our day together.”
ANIIE AND RYAN
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Castiles Farm, Ripon HG4 3PU
07817 904339

yorkshiredalesglamping.co.uk

 @ the_owl_barn_little_seed_field


